Intermediate Algebra (3rd Edition)
Synopsis

The Sullivan/Struve/Mazzarella Algebra program is designed to motivate students to "do the math" at home or in the lab and supports a variety of learning environments. The text is known for its two-column example format that provides annotations to the left of the algebra. These annotations explain what the authors are about to do in each step (instead of what was just done), just as an instructor would do.
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Customer Reviews

This book is giving me trouble, I actually need it and I get sent an instructor's copy from Jingleheimerjunction, I did not order an instructor's edition I obviously ordered a normal copy. The instructor's copy is not resellable and yet this person had the balls to send it to me. Do not buy any books from Jingleheimerjunction.

I am renting this textbook for a class, but realized after the fact that I don't actually need it as my instructor does my math lab which also has the book as an e-text. Still nice to have a solid heavy textbook in case I don't have internet access for some reason.

I brought this textbook for class and realized that my professor said we do not need it. I returned it back and got back all the money with only spending $7 for UPS pick up box.

While this book is in excellent structural condition, there is pencil and some ink writing throughout.
Nothing that interferes with its purpose.

Renting this book for school. Absolutely awesome! Cheap prices but great quality books. Will definitely rent more books from.

Not a very well organized book. It takes time to understand how the chapters are structured.

This is textbook is a great book for intermediate algebra in math 120 of community college.

The book is good but the parson online vedos are terrible.
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